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Adenine containing conjugates 4 and 5 exhibit specific
spectroscopic changes and two orders of magnitude higher
affinity toward poly U than uracil conjugates 2 and 3 and the
reference compound 1 due to the existence of specific
interactions between adenine and uracil, possibly Watson-
Crick hydrogen bonding between the bases stacked on the
phenanthridinium moiety.

Single stranded domains of DNA and RNA play an essential
role in a number of processes in living cells including those
involving viruses.1,2 Some recent reports describe preferred
binding to single-stranded (ss-) polynucleotides compared to
double-stranded (ds-) ones by macrocyclic compounds of the
cyclobisintercaland type.3 The recognition of uracil and thy-
mine polynucleotides has been realised by formation of
coordinative cyclen–Zn2+–nucleobase complexes.4 A more
general approach that would allow the recognition of each of the
major nucleobases relies on the construction of intercalator–
nucleobase conjugates containing a nucleobase attached on the
intercalator by a flexible spacer of a suitable length.5 Such
conjugates may bind by intercalation and provide the recogni-
tion of the complementary base of the ss-polynucleotide by the
Watson-Crick type of hydrogen bonding. The latter approach
was studied more intensively, and various intercalators 6–9 were
used for construction of conjugates. The influence of a spacer on
binding and recognition properties of such conjugates is often
neglected. In these rather complicated systems not only base-
pair hydrogen bonding is involved but also electrostatic
interactions of positively charged spacers with phosphates and
hydrophobic interactions may have an important role as well.10

We have shown recently that the spacer length in phenan-
thridinium–nucleobase conjugates 2–5 (Fig. 1) controls stability

and binding stoichiometry of their complexes with nucleotides
in aqueous media.11 However, with these conjugates we were
not able to observe the recognition of the complementary
nucleotides; the expected hydrogen bonding between the
conjugate and the nucleotide complementary nucleobases
stacked upon the phenanthridinium surface does not occur due
to the strong competition of bulk water. We have anticipated
that the base pairing could be possible upon the conjugate
binding into the complementary ss-polynucleotide; the latter
providing more a lipophilic environment for hydrogen bonding
compared to the conjugate–mononucleotide system. Conse-
quently, such conjugates may bind more strongly to the
complementary than to the non-complementary ss-polynu-
cleotides.

Interactions of 1–5 with DNA as the representative of ds-
polynucleotides were studied by fluorimetric titrations. Addi-
tion of calf thymus (ct-) DNA increased emission of the
reference compound 1 2.8 times and of derivatives 2–5 1.1–1.4
times, while the fluorescence of EB12 was increased 20 times.
Binding constants of 1–5 (log Ks = 5.6–6 dm3 mol21) and
[bound ligand]/[polynucleotide phosphate] ratios (n =
0.05–0.14) calculated from titration data according to the
Scatchard equation13 are the same as those found for EB (log Ks
= 6.1 dm3 mol21, n = 0.2) within the error of the method.14

These results show that the conjugates bind to ct DNA by
intercalation with similar affinity as EB and that the presence of
a spacer and nucleobase in the former does not considerably
reduce their intercalation ability. Somewhat lower values of n
found for 2–5 indicate a less dense intercalation than predicted
by the ‘neighbour exclusion’ principle.15 Upon addition of ct
DNA to 1–5 bathochromic and hypochromic effects in UV/Vis
spectra were observed, in accord with the intercalative binding
mode. The effects were more pronounced for the reference
compound 1 than for the nucleobase conjugates 2–5. We have
found that 2 and 3 and to a higher extent 4 and 5 form the
intramolecularly base-on-phenanthridinium stacked conforma-
tions in aqueous media.11 This intramolecular stacking results in
small bathochromic shifts and hypochromicity of the phenan-
thridinium absorbance of 2–5 compared to the reference
compound 1 lacking a nucleobase. Since the magnitude of
bathochromic and hypochromic effects induced by addition of
ct DNA depend on the spectroscopic difference between free
and intercalated compound, effects must be smaller for 2–5 than
for the reference 1 having higher absorbance and non-shifted
phenanthridinium band in the free state.

In contrast to titrations with ct DNA, the effects in UV spectra
induced by additions of ss-polynucleotides were strongly
dependent on both, the type of nucleobase present in 2–5 and the
type of polynucleotide added (Table 1). The bathochromic
shifts and the hypochromicity effects induced by poly A are
stronger for 1–3 than for 4 and 5 and can be explained as in the
case of ct DNA by stronger intramolecular base stacking in the
latter conjugates. In contrast, poly U induced significantly
stronger effects in the UV spectra of 4 and 5 bearing the
complementary adenine than in those of the reference 1 and the
non-complementary 2 and 3. This difference points to important
additional interactions between the uracils of poly U and the

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: materials and
methods and CD titrations. See http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/cc/b2/
b202615e/

Fig. 1 Phenanthridinium–nucleobase conjugates 2–5, the reference phenan-
thridinium derivative 1 and ethidium bromide (EB).
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adenines of 4 and 5. The fluorimetric titrations of 1–5 with poly
U reveal significantly higher affinity of adenine conjugates 4, 5
than those of the reference 1, the non-complementary uracil
conjugates 2 and 3 and of EB (log Ks < 3)12 (Table 2).
Quenching of phenanthridinium emission by poly U is much
stronger for 4 and 5 than for 1–3 (Table 1) pointing to the
stronger stacking interactions of the former conjugate–poly U
complexes. Since in the intramolecularly stacked conformations
of 4 and 511 the adenines cover only a part of the phenan-
thridinium surface, the insertion of the uncovered part between
the uracils of poly U can be expected (Fig. 2).

We have shown recently that 5 having adenine attached by
the longer pentamethylene spacer forms a sandwich-like
stacked complex with UMP in water. In the complex, the uracil
is inserted between the adenine and phenanthridinium units.11

However, 4 with the shorter trimethylene spacer does not form
such a complex. Based on these results the bis-intercalative
binding of 5 to poly U (Fig. 2, upper) cannot be excluded,
especially because of the somewhat higher affinity compared to
4. However, for 4 the binding mode shown in Fig. 2 (lower)
remains the most possible explanation.

The addition of poly A resulted in significant changes in UV/
Vis spectra of 1–5 (Table 1). A well defined tendency
depending on the type of covalently attached nucleobase can be
seen, bathochromic and hypochromic effects increase in the
order 4,5 < 2,3 < 1. In fluorimetric titrations, the emission
increase is of the same tendency (Table 1). It should be noted
that the reversed order for UV/Vis effects and quenching of
emission is obtained for poly U. Fluorimetric titrations of 1–5
with poly A give similar binding affinities for all studied
compounds. Taken altogether, the UV/Vis and fluorescence
effects point toward intercalation of phenanthridinium unit into
poly A as the dominant binding mode for all conjugates; for 2
and 3 bearing uracil no increased affinity toward poly A could
be observed.

The recognition of poly U by 4 and 5 with attached
complementary adenines and lack of recognition of poly A by 2
and 3 with appended uracils point to the complexity and

sensitivity of these systems on the structural properties of both
the conjugates and the polynucleotides. In aqueous solution,
poly A forms a well organized single-stranded helix stabilised
by stacking interactions between adenines while poly U forms a
random coil due to absence of any appreciable stacking between
uracils.1b On the other hand, the intramolecular stacking of
uracil and phenanthridinium in 2 and 3 is less pronounced than
the adenine phenanthridinium stacking in 4 and 5.11 Conse-
quently, the former conjugates bind to complementary poly A
(as well as to double helix of ct DNA) only by intercalation of
a free phenanthridinium unit. In contrast, 4 and 5 with
intramolecularly strong-stacked adenines can intercalate into
poly U only by a part of the free phenanthridinium surface. In
this case the additional stabilisation of the complex could be
provided by stacking interactions and/or hydrogen bonding
between A and U enabled by conformational adaptation of a less
organised and flexible polynucleotide.

The results clearly demonstrate that conjugates 4 and 5
exhibit two types of binding, depending on structural properties
of the polynucleotides: i) the mono-intercalation for well
organised helical ds- or ss-polynucleotides and ii) the inter-
calation supported by additional A–U interactions in the case of
weakly organised and flexible poly U. The observations
presented could be of considerable importance for construction
of new molecules for recognition of specific structural motifs on
nucleic acids or targeting of selected nucleobases.
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Table 1 Spectroscopic properties of 1–5 complexes with single-stranded
polynucleotidesa

poly A poly U

UV/Vis
Dlmax/DAb

Fluorescence
DIb

UV/Vis
Dlmax/DAb

Fluorescence
DIb

1 30/220% +330% c c

2 25/215% +260% c 22%
3 20/220% +288% c c

4 10/ <25% +110% 10/215% 210%
5 10/ <25% +120% 10/215% 211%
a Spectroscopic titrations were performed at pH = 5 (I = 0.1 mol dm23, Na
cacodylate buffer), lmax(Abs) = 440 nm. b Calculated as DA(DI) =
[(A0(I0) 2 A(I)/A0(I0)] 3100. c Spectroscopic changes close to the error of
the instrument.

Table 2 Binding affinities (log Ks) and ratios n (cbound 1–5/cphosphate)a for
1–5 toward single-stranded polynucleotidesb

poly A poly U

n log Ks n log Ks

1 0.1 ± 0.07 5.1 ± 0.4 c < 3c

2 0.1 ± 0.07 5.4 ± 0.2 c < 3c

3 0.1 ± 0.05 5.3 ± 0.4 c < 3c

4 0.1 ± 0.03 5.3 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.03 4.5 ± 0.4
5 0.8 ± 0.11 5.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.03 5.5 ± 0.4
a The correlation coefficients > 0.999 correspond to given ranges of n and
log Ks calculated according to the Scatchard equation.13 b Fluorimetric
titrations were performed at pH = 5 (I = 0.1 mol dm23, Na cacodylate
buffer). c Estimated value due to less than 20% of complex formed.

Fig. 2 Schematic presentation of possible bis-intercalative (upper) or mono-
intercalative with A–U pairing (lower) binding modes of 4 and 5 to poly
U.
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